
Grooming Consent and Release Form 

 

Owner’s name________________                                                  Pet’s Name____________________ 

Phone number_________________                                                Breed_________________________ 

Address______________________                                                Gender_____         Age_______ 

City_________________________                                                 Does your dog have any special needs 

State_________________________                                                or health problems?  Y_____ N_____    

Zip__________________________                                                 If yes, please explain______________ 

Veterinarian’s name___________________                                     _______________________________ 

Vet’s phone__________________________                                    _______________________________ 

 

                                                                                                          Is your pet currently taking medication? 

Grooming Instructions_________________                                   If yes, please list__________________ 

___________________________________                                    ________________________________ 

___________________________________                                    ________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

I confirm my pet is healthy, up-to-date on vaccinations, de-wormed, and free of fleas. 

I will not hold Wag On, LLC responsible or liable in the event that grooming reveals a pre-existing condition that may need to be 

treated before grooming can commence. 

I understand Wag On, LLC will do its best to follow my requests and/or instructions; however, in certain situations more or less 

fur/hair may need to be cut than was requested, e.g., due to knots or matting. 

In cases of significant matting, especially when it is interfering with the pet’s comfort and/or making it difficult to groom without 

injuring the pet, Wag On, LLC may determine shaving is the only safe option. In this instance, we will call for permission before 

shaving. 

I understand that if fleas are found on my pet, Wag On, LLC will treat the pet with a flea shampoo at my expense. 

I understand a muzzle may be used if necessary. Muzzling protects both the pet and groomer and can often calm a stressed 

animal. 

I understand having my pet groomed carries some risk. Although the utmost care is taken to prevent injury, grooming instruments 

are extremely sharp and accidents can occasionally occur, such as nicks, cuts, scratches, nail quicking, etc. Wag On, LLC will 

inform you of any incident, no matter how small and, in the case of an emergency, will transport your pet to its vet for care. 

I understand veterinary bills caused by serious matting, a pre-existing condition, aggressive/difficult temperament, or due to a 

pet’s illness or advanced age, are solely my responsibility. 

 

By signing below, I confirm I have read and fully understand the information in this consent form. By signing below, I 

agree to accept all and full responsibility for any risks, injuries, damages, or accidents that may impact my pet. I will not 

hold Wag On, LLC responsible for any conditions present but not disclosed at the time of grooming that may affect the 

service. 

 

Printed Client’s Name__________________________   Signature_________________________ 

Date_________________ 


